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Introducing the CCA DGC 

 

The CCA International Group, a specialist in the delivery of traditional customer engagement solutions across a 

range of customer communication channels, is delighted to introduce the CCA DGC, a division and product of CCA 

International. 

 The CCA Digital Generation Centre (DGC) is strategically located in the heart of London’s up and coming digital and 

technological district in Shoreditch.  

The CCA DGC delivers expertise in social media monitoring, engagement and intelligence through our team of SM 

Specialist Consultants, SM Analysts and SM Community Managers. 

Thanks to working in partnership with various high-profile organisations across the globe, CCA International has 

developed significant insight into the customer contact strategies of these organisations, and identified the chal-

lenges faced by businesses in today’s digital age. Times have changed - and businesses are faced with the arrival of 

major digital growth, a social media boom and a customer base that increasingly conducts conversations using tab-

lets and smartphones in lieu of ‘traditional’ channels. Engaging with this evolving customer base represents a chal-

lenge for many businesses and demands a modern contact strategy.   

The CCA Digital Generation Centre responds to this challenge by providing its partners with the information and 

expertise to flourish in the social media sphere. The CCA DGC can track mentions made about your brand, products, 

and services across social media, assess the impact of your marketing and advertising, and also provide the same 

insight about your competitors’ activities. We combine this with our expertise in customer contact strategies to 

support our partners in becoming market leaders in the digital age. 

 

Are you listening to what your customers are saying?  
 

The whole social web 

The web is about people and the conversations they are having. 

While individuals traditionally had conversations on social media 

with their direct communities, the profile of today’s social web user 

has changed. People now also use the social web to talk about expe-

riences with and about brands. This presents opportunities for your 

business in areas including customer loyalty, customer retention, 

brand advocacy, social sales, complaints management and competi-

tor customer targeting. 
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Do you know how your brand is being talked about or 

where these conversations are taking place?  

 

 

Businesses currently face the challenge of trying to understand what is happening or ‘trending’ in social media and 

how this relates to their direct customers or consumers. Many do not have the ability to track the conversations 

that are taking place, in order to understand the implications for their operations. It is a massive challenge for or-

ganisations today; however, we have the solutions in answer to this challenge. 

The CCA DGC’s robust technology platform and expert social media analytical team allows us to produce in-depth 

searches of the social web, giving your business access to all such conversations and mentions about your brand 

that are relevant to your business. No matter where across the globe existing or potential customers may be talk-

ing, the DGC collects this information in real time to enable insight into what is being said. This information is col-

lected from blogs, forums, social media and ‘traditional’ websites across the whole of the social web. 

Our Social Media Analysts will analyse these collected mentions and conversations to help your business under-

stand what people say about you, and to allow you to utilise this information in making key business decisions. 

This is only a small part of our capability, however.  

Our Social Media Consultants work with your business to deliver comprehensive social media strategies to allow 

you to identify direct customer engagement opportunities, allowing you to expand your traditional customer en-

gagement activity to include building customer loyalty, social customer engagement, complaints tracking and 

management, social sales generation, retention and crisis management  
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Strategic Business Decisions : The Rear-view Mirror Effect vs Real-time Data 

Key strategic business decisions have traditionally been made based on historical data, due to the unavailability 

of data to allow an understanding of the behaviour of customers in real-time. Whilst successful advertising, prod-

uct development and product launch decisions are made on this basis (the “rear-view mirror effect”), knowing 

and understanding what is happening NOW provides additional layers of insight, allowing the right decision to be 

made more consistently in general and in particular  more dynamic business decisions in real-time. 

The CCA DGC delivers both historical data and real-time insight, via our social media monitoring solution and in 

particular ‘CCA MAP’. 

 

CCA MAP is a software solution which empowers us to track what customers say about your business, its prod-

ucts, services and that of its competitors, both in the past and right now. We achieve this through comprehensive 

pre-designed and intelligent searches conducted by our Social Media Analyst team. Over 2 years’ historical data 

(extending to well over 71 billion conversations across the whole social web) can be analysed and real-time data 

is captured as and when conversation about your business takes place. It is this ability that allows you to, for the 

first time, combine historical data held by your business with historical data and, most importantly, real-time data 

from the social web.  

We go another step further and deploy our team and solution to help our clients understand consumer reaction 

at various stages of an activity’s lifecycle. For instance, we can monitor advertising and marketing campaigns, pro-

ducing instant insight into 

the success of these in both 

real-time and retrospective-

ly. We are able to deploy 

our solutions to track social 

media conversations from 

beginning to end, and as-

sess the tone of these through our sentiment analysis tool.  We can provide reports or recommendations at the 

pre-product launch, during the product launch and post-product launch phase to assist our clients in making the 

right business decisions relating to the product itself and actual launch. Monitoring what customers say prior to 

the product being launched allows our clients to make amendments to the product itself (or the planned launch 

process) prior to the launch, for example. 
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Our expert Social Media Analysts will collect data and conduct in-depth analysis in order to report on key findings, 

enabling your business to make better business decisions throughout the product lifecycle. 

The CCA DGC also works with businesses to understand the key areas that are important to their strategy or 

growth, and to conduct searches around these key areas. This allows us to undertake vital in-depth analysis of the 

mentions that are made about your brand or its competitors. These include, but are not limited to: 

 

Demographic Analysis 

Geographic Analysis 

Social Media Footprint Analysis 

Sentiment and Tone Analysis 

Marketing Analysis 

Competitor Analysis 

Facebook, Twitter Analysis 

Influencer & Authority Analysis 

 

The value of the analysis will provide a business better insight into the customer while insight into the customer 

will support your business in developing products, customer strategies and retention policies. 
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Taking full advantage of social media: A new way of doing business 

 

To many, the term ‘social media’ refers to having a Facebook page 

or Twitter account, or perhaps sharing video or pictures on  YouTube 

or Fickr. Business deployment of social media has, thus far, been 

largely for marketing and PR purposes. The CCA DGC goes far be-

yond that, presenting your business with the chance to be proactive-

ly engaging with your customers, and opening up a range of oppor-

tunities that will directly impact on your ROI.  

 

The customer traditionally used social media to talk to friends and 

family members within their close social networks, but over the past 

few years this has changed drastically. Customers now use the social 

web to talk about brands, their products and services, and even di-

rectly with brands.  

 

However, even with the shift to social media, customers or clients 

still fit into discrete categories: dissatisfied customers, customers 

that wish to leave your services, customers indicating a propensity 

to buy, or satisfied and happy customers. What has changed is how 

and where customers express these views, and the CCA DGC can 

deliver to your business the conversations customers are having. 

Coupled with the vital insight into these conversations which will 

become a fundamental part of your future strategy development. 

 

Through our intelligent pre-designed and advanced searches we are in a position to track opportunities for your 

business in a number of key areas.  
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These ‘opportunities’ derive from statements made by customers, indicating something specific that will allow 

you to engage with this customer directly. Having obtained these statements through our intelligent searches, we 

apply a set of filters to the collected data to separate the opportunities collected into data categories. The data 

categories present a proactive outbound reach opportunity for your business, and may include any of the follow-

ing: 

 

Complaints Management: Dissatisfied customers, allowing the opportunity to turn these customers into 

brand advocates or champions 

Potential engagement with these customers to provide a service (customer included key words that indi-

cates a need for service, e.g. repairs, replacement documentation)  

Retention: Instances where customers indicate the intention to terminate or leave your service or are even 

discontent with your products 

Potential sales leads: Identified via specified key word searches, allowing for an increased sales pipeline 

Competitor searches: Identifying customers of your competitors to allow you to attract these customers to 

your brand 

Marketing or advertising feedback: Insight into your marketing campaigns (online or otherwise) from across 

the social web, and the possibility to follow up with these customers. 

Crisis management: Real-time monitoring, control and management of potential crises  

 

It is what your customers prefer: A Social Engagement Channel 

 

The second part of our social media monitoring, engagement and 

intelligence solution is the ‘CCA Heartbeat’ functionality. This tool 

has similar capabilities as CCA Map but goes one step further by 

allowing the CCA DGC to engage with customers directly across 

the social web from a single platform. We can provide a sophisti-

cated proactive outbound reach and customer engagement solu-

tion across the social web.  

 

Businesses have always had to adapt to their customers’ preferred communication methods, which are driven by 

the evolution of technology – from the telegram to email to web chat. 
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The massive growth in social media and the rise of smartphones and tablets has made it fundamentally im-

portant for any business to extend its engagement channel to the social web. Many businesses have established 

Twitter or Facebook pages with the intention of using them solely for marketing or PR purposes, but found them-

selves inundated with customers eager to engage directly with them through these channels  

 

The active approach 
 

The CCA DGC supports this effort to help you manage and moderate your Face-

book pages, Twitter accounts and YouTube Channels through our expert team 

of DGC Community Managers and the CCA Heartbeat tool. Moreover, we ena-

ble the full integration of your social networks with the CCA Heartbeat tool to 

engage with customers (follow, un-follow, tweet, re-tweet, respond, ‘Like’, etc) 

from a single dashboard without ever leaving the DGC interface. This allows 

our clients to more effectively manage active customer interaction on any of 

these platforms and to actively respond to the demand for increased customer engagement through your social 

networks.  

Whilst the ‘active approach’ is impressive in itself, there is more that can be done to really make social media 

work for your business. 
 

The Proactive Approach: Identify, engage and drive your ROI 

 

Not every customer of your business will choose to engage directly with you. People may be talking about your 

products on the social web, but if these discussions are not posted on your Facebook page, or tweeted “@” your 

Twitter handle, they will not be visible to your business and will result in your business losing out on any oppor-

tunity to engage with these customers. You may never be aware that your brand is being talked about in the first 

place, unless you have the ability to pick this up. 

This is where the DGC steps in. We can obtain ALL mentions of your brand, services or products across the web, 

not only those directly “at” you, using our CCA Heartbeat tool. Once these mentions are collected and analysed, 

our Social Media Specialist Consultant works with you in identifying and mapping out a comprehensive engage-

ment strategy that will allow you to effectively engage with your customers directly through the DGC Community 

Management team (or your existing internal community management team). Engagement opportunities are di-

vided into separate categories and a unique engagement strategy adopted for each category. This could be 

providing expertise to those in need of service, creating social sales leads in your market sector, offering restitu-

tion to dissatisfied customers, engaging further with identified brand champions or any other area relevant to 

your business. 
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Going Social: A New CRM Strategy – A different landscape 

 

With the customer engagement landscape evolving to embrace the huge growth in social media, it has become 

necessary for organisations to revisit and revise their traditional customer engagement platforms and CRM 

strategies. Typically, an organisation’s CRM is already a multi-channel environment including telephone/voice, 

email, web chat and other related functionality. With the increase in social engagement a review of your CRM 

platform is recommended, to allow for the modernisation of the platform and integration of social engagement 

channels to create what is referred to as a ‘Social CRM’. 
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The CCA DGC supports you in this effort in a number of ways. Our technical platform allows for the full integra-

tion with leading CRM solutions (such as Salesforce.com) to create a Social CRM solution that will act as a cen-

tral platform for all your customer communications. This is due to our open API infrastructure. Our team of 

experts will advise you on all the elements relating to a Social CRM strategy and support your business directly 

by producing comprehensive strategic solutions in the light of our 20 years’ experience in delivering CRM solu-

tions. 
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A partner in modern social strategies: CCA DGC 
 

The CCA DGC is an expert in the delivery of social media monitoring, engagement and strategies. We work 

closely with your brand to ensure your business becomes a social leader 

in every area relating to your business. Our market-leading software ena-

bles us to deliver key information rapidly and is adaptable to your needs, 

including the integration of CRM and direct engagement solutions. 

 

We will identify what your social ‘footprint’ looks like and actively work 

with you to ensure we make strategic suggestions on how to increase 

this footprint. We then also work with you on every level to ensure a full 

engagement strategy is in place to allow your business to take advantage of the many opportunities presented 

by social media that would otherwise be out of your grasp. 

 

Our team is ready to answer all your questions relating to your social media efforts and on how the CCA DGC 

can support your business with its social media monitoring, engagement and intelligence strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Contact Number : +44(0) 207 192 110 

      International Freephone : 00 800 2012 2012 

      Email : Enquiries@CCADGC.com 

Follow us on: 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/106666052764350487308/posts
http://ccadgc.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/#!/CCADGC
http://www.facebook.com/pages/CCA-International-UK/371886246203958

